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FANTASY ASPECTS, a GFPublication is issued Quarterly 
by Alan J. Lewis nearby Box 37, East Aurora, New Yorkj 
the place to which we hopefully hope you will mail all 
subs which are 15^ per end 8®$1.00.

In the event we go NFFF sponsored, let me state to all 
you NFFF haters that the ship won’t sink because of said 
fact — blame me if FA goes bad, not NJF, But in the mean
time, will all o’ you pieze stick around, that is, send a 
sub or a trade zine? tankst (Eds this issue are Al Lewis, 
Kaymar Carlson, and Ralph M. Holland.)
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margins justified. Next issue comes cut aboutlete October, ’58'

In the coming issue, for certain, will be Sir Robert’s "The 
Birth of a Notion",, from PLOY (I remember Comic
Books/ from Jim Harmon's colume in Joe Gibson's "The
RIDGE" from The Pendulum #3, and other articles and stories.

The content of FA will be mainly serconnish«'articles. However, 
in every case this will not hold true. There are some examples 
of fannish "humor* that are too priceless to pass up — such as 
the aforementioned "Birth of a Notion", as one out of many.

Material is, of course, a major problem. FA was begun with the 
purpose in mind of featuring material which is 10 years or 
morej old. I’ve found since, that altho I do have quite a few 
fanmags from this period, I have nowhere near enuf. Because of
this, I've changed it to material^within tne last year, with 
the push on older material. The lest yeer part is for Guy
Terwilliger. When I started I didn't know about his plans, 
is now arranged with him that I keep, "hands off" material of

It

even pay with the green stuffJ

the last year until he decided what 
BoF is sold out....like it is now, 
have ads elsewhere in this issue to

he’ll put in and/or until 
As a result, ALL FANIvAGS 
that effect. Why, I’ll

Ads will also be used in FA There is a ment ion of one in--  - „ — — this - issue elsewhere. For
get it. The advertiser didn't get the ad made up soon enuf and so, you’ll see it next 
issue. However, ads are being solicited for issue #2. 

‘ *■ ‘------------------------------------------- costpages
1
2
3
4
5
6

8.00
10.50
13.00
15.00
17.00

The rates are »

If these rates seem too high, remeiiiber we have one of the highest circulations in fan
dom. This issue is about 400 copies to fans. Next issue, I hope to be able to make 
it 500. Also, the rates will be reduced if the ad is already typed?.very much reduced* 
Also, if you want you can always take a, 6 page ad and spread it over 6 issues with 
one page. Half page ads, g page, etc. rates on request.

Also, we max go NFFF sponsered with the next issue. I’d like to state right here tho, 
that any NEFF sponsership will not change the magazine except for perhaps 1 ad or may
be lesser rates for NJFers. z ■ j
/ You are getting ...th is issue because ypu are in NFFF, ISFCC,

Pj^Aa_FAPAjt _SABS, or maybe because I just saw your name somewhere. Tell me if you
*Cn stencil that is./enjoy it, or if you didn’t, why. B
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It was sometime in Febuary, 1926 that Hugo Gernsbach sent us 
a print of the cover of the first Amazing Stories* with an announcement of this 
new magazine to be devoted entirely to Science-Fiction stories, printed on the 
back. How.many of you can appreciate our feelings from then until the first copy 
appeared? We shall probably never again reach a peak of anticipation as high as 
that which we reached then.

That -Amazing arrived. Nor were we disappointed. It merely whetted our ap
petite for more. . . • and more. l<hen it appeared on the stands, we counted our 
twenty-five cents with trembling hands. Reverently we carried it home, and were 
soon pouring over it with avid eyes. But, alas, too soon it was read from cover 
to cover. Then we were faced with twenty-nine dismal days of torture, waiting 
for the next issue.

Most of that early science-fiction was pretty crude. But, even as this cru
dity began to force itself upon our consciousness-, the quality of the stories com
menced to undergo a slow but continuous change for the better, At first those 
simple, obvious plots and scientific ideas were enough to send our imagination 
soaring in the most gratifying fashion. Then, as the effect began to wear off, 
along came E. E. Smith and-Campbell, with their epics of cosmic scope. Our sligh
tly jaded fancy revived, took off like a rocket, and wes soon bumping against the 
ceiling. The stupendous possibilities and concepts suggested by those stories 
streached our imagination to a point where it seemed almost unbearable. Each 
story seemed to have reached the ultimate*.yet each succeeding story surpassed the 
one before, without doubt they came, as Doc insists, pure fairy stories. But 
they geve our mind and imagination a work-out such as they never had before.

Then, for a few years, science-fiction went into a slump. Perhaps it was 
only naturals Maybe it was a good thing in e way. One may build up one’s muscles 
by excercise, but the excercise must be broken with periods of rest to be effect
ive. So with the mind, and the imagination.



The science fiction slump continued longer than wes really necessary or de
sirable. But finally.., Street & Smith took over the defunct Astounding Stories, 
revived it in a determined fashion, and caused the future of science-fiction to 
assume brighter hues than ever beforeo A genuine tone of quality 'began to creep 
into the stories. "Thought Varients" and "Novas* appeared at Intervals. Once 
more our imagination spread it's wings and soared aloft; tjais time, with increased 
vigor, and to find it's "flight ceiling* much higher than it previously had been.

From that time to the present, the evolution of science-fiction has been 
slow but steady; a steady upward climb. Much has appeared that was mediocre, or 
even downright deplorabler But those magazines that have attempted to feature the 
better fiction in this field, have offered us stories with ever-improved writing, 
and ever-increasing ability to stir the imagination.

Yet, today, there is a growing clamor that something be done about ASTOUNDING, 
still the 'leading exponent of the best in science-fiction, (although others are 
now crowding close upon it's heels). They say ASTOUNDING is slipping! They point 
to various stories as proof of this statement. Our first reaction to such charges 
was one of suprise. We had noticed no such slipping. So we decided to investigate, 
study the problem, find, if possible, some reason why a growing number of fans 
seemed to find these recent stories unsatisfactory, fte did!

In the early science-fiction stories, long scienticif dissertations were con
sidered necessary to justify the more fanciful parts of the tale. But this was 
gradually eliminated to a great extent. The reader was considered capable of 
assuming automatically the various scientific bases upon which the future project
ions were made. More time passed. The broader aspects of Astronomy, Physics, 
Chemistry, Geology, Biolog/, etc., became worked to death. Writers began weaving 
their yarns about some single, more or less obscure, scientific principle. Finally 
eyen this source approached the point of exhaustion. It was then that the writers 
turned more end more to the less exact sciences of Psychology, Politics, Economics, 
etc., end their possible future trends.

About this time, many of the fans began to complain that the stories were 
slipping. Their complaints indicated considerable uncertainty about the exact 
reason for their dissatisfaction, but dissatisfied they were. The stories built 
upon these less exact sciences were, of necessity,, more subtile. . Consequently, 
their stimulus to the imagination was also more subtile. Can it be possible that 
the imaginations of. some fans are too, gross to. be moved by these present-day 
stories that the natural evolution of science~fiction hes produced?

The science-fiction of today streaches our imagination further that we would 
have believed possible tpn years agp. Our mind can envision, concepts far, far 
greater than it could in 1926. tNor dp we sense any sign of an approaching limit 
to this growth. V<e find the stories of today utterly delightful, and more thought 
and imagination stirring than any that have appeared so far.

Fellow fan, has your imagination reached*it's elastic limit? Do some of the 
stories of today elude your mental grasp? Has your mind any imagination failed to 
keep pace with the evolution of science-fiction? Do you think ASTOUNDING is slip
ping? Do you?????????????????????????????.?????????????????????????????????????????

••00O00— .

44Isn't it funny how little, things change? Besides the facts of the "booms* in 
Science-Fiction and the “depressions* things seem to remain the same. It seems 
to me that these same comments about ASF and SF in general have been voiced'in 
about the same way as this article here. And this one was 1943» ■ Queer,isn't it?4^



BIOS JN CRITICISE

KROM FEON, DECEMBER .1955, ^TIMBER THIRTY-SIX

I hear that at the 19 5 5 World Science-Fiction Convention, Dr. E»E 
Smith spoke on the results of a survey he had made amongst several science 
fiction critics, wherein he found that of all the professionals he had 
studied, P. Schuyler Miller showed the least bias, and Groff Conklin and 
Anthony Boucher the most, My informant did not mention whether Dr, Smith 
noted what the biases of the most biased were, or if he indicated whether 
he thought a critic ought to have any.

In any event, most of the talk and writing on the subject I have seen 
from fans, and from a good many authors, too, inclines toward the con
clusion that "bias8 is something a good critic should have very little of, 
or none at all, and the least biased critic is likely to be the best.

Let me put it in words of one syllablet this is false. It is sheer 
nonsense and displays ignorance of the basic function and meaning of 
criticism.

What is meant by •’bias8* Rather than run to the dictionary, I’ll give 
you a very lucid example. hiearly all of you who are reading this article 
are biased in favor of science fiction. This bias varies in intensity, 
but it exists; and the more inclined you are to read science fiction, or 
about science fiction, rather than some other sort of reeding material, 
when some other material i s available at the time, then the stronger 
this bias is in your case.

Thus, Dr, Smith to the contrary, Mr. Miller (whom I’ve commended else
where as a critic) is quite a biased individual; for despite his familiar
ity with other types of fiction, h e chooses to concentrate most of the 
critical faculties upon science fiction and fantasy.

^nd to be an effective critic; to be able to read and make judgements 
upon what one has reed; t o make judgements that have meaning within the 
general standards of what is best, what is good, what is worth recommend
ing t o others — as opposed to what is of less worth, or what should be 
pointed out as flawed, false, or downright worthless within the field ---- 
all this requires a collection of biases which go to make up the critic’s 
yardstick of values. Without such values, the critic may be a very inter— 
taining writer, may indeed like many o f the things you like and dislike 
what you do not like, or may give an impression of wonderful objectivity; 
but he will not truly be a critic. Insofar as he has the ability correct
ly to report what an Author said, how the plot-line and character-line 
goes, etc., such a "critic" will be a good reporter. And no morei

5



The dhitic's standards must be firm; yet, to be effective, he should 
have the Quality of flexibility within these standards. This sentence has 
a nide sound to it no doubt, and I was duly .impressed the first time I 
came across a dictum to the seme effect* It toc^ a bit of time to find 
out what i t meant, however. Again, rather than quoting authority, I'll 
give an example; Raymond F» Jones, in "ben of the Stare" did not attempt, 
nor intend, to achieve the scope that Dr. Smith attempted and intended in 
his •Lensman" novels. It is among the first cf the ci?itic!s duties to as
certain whet’ the author is trying to do, along with an examination of how 
well he does it, how short h e -falls of the\merk, and why. So, while a 
given reader or fan may not be' interested in reading the Winston book'be
cause it is a juveniles or may think that the Smith work must necessarily 
be superior science fiction because of its scope, a critic worth our time 
cannot judge on either basis.

Nor can the critic be concerned whether a given author or subject is 
popular; nor again should be concerned with maintaining an air of urbanity 
and politeness. He must b e merciless toward falsity, shoddy work, or 
visible evidence of commercial compromises on an author's part — without 
forgetting that he who commits literary crimes is not a criminal. He must 
be personally offended and shocked when an author produces a work that is 
bed, flawed, or less than wh6t previous evidence has shown the author was 
capable of. He cannot have friends while he is criticizing!1

The critic whose bias runs toward being a hail-fellow-well-met toward 
all (or most) authors, who likes everything (or everything except the work 
of persons to whom he has personal aversion) is of no use to those of his 
readers who want literary guidance. Hut this is not because the critic is 
biased (or, in the case of the nice-guy critic, apparently unbiased), but 
because his biases run in such directions as to make him no critic.

There will be personal biases within the overall bias which is the 
critic’s stock in trade; this cannot b e helped, and is all to the good, 
once we know what they are. However, and this is the crux of the matter, 
criticism is not merely a case o f saying, "This is good", "Thia is less 
good, * This is bad", etc., but a case o f tirelessly explaining why the 
object is such-and-such, bringing to light the reasons for the judgements 
made. Such critics are not universally popular; they are constantly in 
receipt of wrathful replies from readers and authors and friends of auth
ors, and queries as to how they could possibly say a book or story was so 
when so-and-so gave it an "a" plus rating, or such-and-such is the hottest 
name in the field, and so on.

No critic, of course, is equally competent in all fields; and even in 
science fiction, the range is so wide that the best critic may fall into 
his own blind spot on occasion, ho matter. For every storyi or novel nn- 
justly condemned by e usually-perceptive critic..' a thousand stories and 
novels are unjustly praised t o the skies by critics who are no critics, 
and who, no doubt, enjoy the reputation of not being "biased".

Prejudice, of course, is another matter; but I'm sure that Dr. Smith 
would not use the term "bias" when he really means "prejudice".

AJrAAAAAAAAArAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAtAAtAAAAAiA

Will YOU get the next issue of FANTASY ASPECTS? Not if you haven’t 
subscribed, or haven't let me know just where you stand with trades, re- 
viewes or otherwise. let me know..TOLA Y« 3 And, when you do, drop a few 
lines about what you think of FANTASY ASPECTS too.
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' SAMMOSKOWITZ
Thesetwo art icTes, “"Es cape ‘to Ifcwhere^bj~';^
and "Escape to Reality" by Jack Vtilliamson appeared i n 1 
SUNSPOTS, December 1941 and February 1942, respectively. 
They were in the .form of a question, and a reply, which 
explains why we have chosen to run them side-by-side as 
we are doing,-. Vue hope you enjoy them as much as v.e did 
when we read them for the first time. — -x^the editors}}

The hobby o f being a science
fiction fan is a fine one. It fos
ters a knowledge of literature, art, 
science, and the mechanics o f pub
lishing and editing. Through its 
club activities and perrenniel c o n- 
ferences, conventions, and confabs 
it developes social poise, and makes 
possible the cultivation of many 
fine friends.

Only a fool would deny thet be
ing a fantasy fan is a joyous thing. 
There is something about science fic- 
t i o n, some vitality, enjoyability, 
permanence that is present i n few 
other things. It is a grand scale 
hobby if ever there were onec h 
vast, multiple-edged hobby that 
makes it possible for you to have 
close friends in every part o f the 
world, though you may never have’seen 
them.

But beware. Beware, because sci
ence fiction fandom can also be a v c- 
ious trap! Science fiction fandom a 
vicious trap? Tho hilarity o f the 
conventions, the joy of accomplishment 
in publishing and writing for the fan 
magazines, the delerivm of discover
ing rare items for your collection a 
vicious trap? Or the friends you make 
some of them people of influence. A 
trap?

This i s intended to be a brief 
companion piece to the very interest
ing end challenging article by Sem 
Kcskowitz, "Escape to Nowhere". Thet 
contains some pretty serious charges 
against science fiction fan activit
ies. They are pretty well substantia- 

' ted — and I think thw waole question 
he raises is a pretty important one 

^for fans to face.

itself, I’ve been a fan for a good 
many years — I remember very well the 
wild thrill I, got out of the Paul 
cover on ny first "Amazing", back in 
1926e I’ve known a good many other 
fanst by letter and in person, begin- 
ing with Ray Palmer and a few other 
members of a fan organization now 
practically forgotten -r- and I want to 
agree, very heartily that fans are fine 
pbeple, . interesting and intelligent. 
.This question of fantasy versus real
ity is one I’ve thought about a good 
deal.

Science fiction is escape liter
ature — there’s no protesting that, 
hnd the world of strictly fan activit
ies, too, of correspondence and pub
lications and conventions and other 
activities that keep the most promin
ent fens so busy that they don’t even 
heve time to read science fiction any 
more — 'that is a happy little domain



It i s a strong indictment t o 
make of science fiction “ fanning and a 
charge that fairly shrieks for ' sub- 
stant iat ion.

Most science fiction fens start 
when they are quite young. Shall we 
say between the ages of fourteen and 
sixteen? I dare say that with few ex
ceptions they are. in mental scope and 
flexibility the equal, if not the su
perior of the average person of twen
ty one. They have to be for writing, 
illustrating, criticising,publishing, 
arranging clubs and conventions, b e- 
yond any question of a doubt calls for 
a high order of intelligence and or
ganizing ability.

The new science-fiction fan 
finds that he has been introduced to 
a world of magic wonder. A world in
to which he can gradually immerse him
self entirely, shutting himself off 
for long periods of time from reality 
outside.

And I speak not only as an ob
server, but from experience. I knew 
the fanticism that made me devote 
eveiy waking hour to science fiction. 
To collect, t o horde every scrap of 
fantasy I could lay my hands upon. 
To write, to publish, to hold conven
tions, attend meetings, to meet fans, 
writers, editors, and authors; to have 
a world set apart from the normal wo
rld. A world into which I could re
treat at will. A world in which I was 
not just a struggling youngster, but a 
distinct personality.

So it is with most fans. People 
across the continent know them. They 
publish a fan magazine. One? A dozen 
would be more accurate. And on their 
subscription list will be a hundred
odd people. Poeple who live i n New 
Jersey, in New York, in Chicago, Los 
Angles, Denver, Canada, Mexico, Aus
tralia, England, and New Zealand. 
People living thousands of miles away 
from them will know them by name, re
gard them as individuals of some im
portance, write to them, contribute to 
their magazines.

They hold conventions, and shake 
g(( Continued on the next page - -eda}} 

that seems to be safely cut off from 
reality.

Admitting all that, however, I 
still believe there’s another side to 
the picture. It may be true that the 
science fiction fans are leas well ad
justed t o reality than other random 
groups — I don’t know about that and 
it might be pretty hard to prove. 
Granting that some fan enthusiasts 
follow their hobby to the point of 
neglecting things that seem more im
portant to other people, isn’t it pos
sible that this mania is a result of 
incomplete adjustment rather than the 
cause of it?

Is it mentally injurious to read 
fantastic fiction? I don’t think so. 
Besides all the pleasure that it can 
give the individual, by enriching his 
own worlds of fantasy, I believe that 
i t cen provide a mental road toward 
the fuller acceptance of reality. 
While memory doesn’t permit an exact 
quotation, I recall a n article i n 
TIME, in which a psychiatrist reported 
the case of a young child that found 
itself able t o face its problems by 
identifying itself with Superman..

Even while Sam Moskowitz is mak
ing his indictment of fan activities, 
his enthusiasm for them still seems to 
show through. I believe such enthu- 
s i a s m is a good thing, whether it 
leads to a discussion of the possi
bility of rockets, or the publication 
of a new hectographed magazine. Per
haps the fan world isn’t the real 
world, but still I imagine a success
ful career in it can contribute a 
good deal toward building up a starved 
ego.

There’s nothing abnormal about 
fantasy. It’s a phase of mental life 
through every individual must pass. 
I believe that good fantastic fiction 
can make i t nare enjoyable while it 
lasts — without necessarily making it 
last longer — and still help the in
dividual to gain the solid rock of re
ality beyond. And it seems that most 
people find it refreshing to slip back 
into the relaxing currant of pure ima
gination, from time to time,-even 
after they’ve gained the rock, ■(•{end')} 



Escape to Nowhere «... continued/ 

hands with authors, editors, and the 
fans they speak so much about.

They travel from city to city and 
everywhere they go there is always so
mebody who will open his dpor to them, 
to treat them as honored guests.

7 ■ 
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And so it is that .they build up a 
false sense of values. T o be number 
one fan is several times better than 
being president of the United States. 
To attend a conference i n a far off . 
city, or a local club meeting is more 
important to them than holding down a 
job.

The^publishing of a fan magazine ' 
i s more important than fixing their 
teeth, than taking care of their eyes.

The world we know, the horribly 
mundane world that has not even begun 
to catch up with our imaginations, 
that will never catch up to our ima
ginations makes its demands. But they 
are forgotten. Forgotten as soon as 
another 1926 "Amazing Stories" is add
ed to the collection. , •»

And what happens if one does un- 
adverantly survive a case of walking 
pneumonia? I s that more important 
than putting on a' convention?

I do not mean to offend in sum
ming up the above. The fans as a 
whole ere grand fellows, end fandom is 
as I once stated, "A mad world where 
every man may be a king and every ot
her man his subject. A mad, desirable 
world where one may still cuss the 
hide off of a fellow fan and consider 
negotiations as if it had never hap
pened. Mad to others, mad to us, but 
we eat it all up and come back for 
more."

But, haven't w e a tendency to 
over-do things? The important thing 
to learn is that working on a conven
tion is not more important than your 
health. That attending a club meet
ing is secondary to holding your job. 
That reading twenty-four science fic
tion magazines a month religiously is 

not obligatory — your eyes are. more 
important.

Fans like H. 0. Koenig, R. D. 
Swisher, C. I. Barrett, Ralph Milne 
Fafley (I wish I could include iiyself 
but I am a worse sinner than the bunch 
of you) are just as enthusiastic, just 
as interested a s the most avid, the 
most boisterous fen, but they have 
learned the lesson of moderation. 
They know that the real world, the 
world we live in, cannot be sublimated 
to the world of science fiction.

Science fictionists living in the 
city have no worry of their hobby 
turning them into extreme introverts. 
But fens ir. outlaying districts, where 
they .are the only one who thinks along 
certain lines have a tendency to stey 
away from the groups To live too much 
with thomselves, to spend an unreason
able length of time-on their hobby.

> I

The problem o f the harmful ef
fects science fiction, as a hobby, can > 

•have upon i t ’s enthusiasts should be 
faced. Faced squarely and fairly 
without dodging the issue.

Is having the largest science 
fiction collection in the world more 
important than having a decent suit of 
clothes cp. your beck?

Common sense and above all, mod
erat .ten, should be the k^y-note of the 
science fiction fen-, If more fantasy 
lovers threw their weight behind the 
few worthwhile projects that appear, 
and less squandered their energies, 
their monies, and their health in ha- 
rum scerum pursuits, we would all be 
better off from every possible stand
point.

And, whatever we do, don't ever 
think that in science fiction you have 
discovered a new world, a new life, a 
complete escape^ For you may find 
that you have escaped to nowhere. „

—00o—

DO YOU HAVE FANZINES YOU h ILL SELL FOR 
THE POSTAGE IRICE? IF SO, CONTACT THE 
EDITOR. DO IT NOHl Q



REPRINTED FROM ’ 0 P E R A T ION F A N T A S T * December 1950, Vol. 1 #7

There is a problem which is peculiar to the writing of science-fiction. Indeed it is4 
a basic, arising from its very nature. Not every S-F story poses this problem, how- \ 
ever, but many do, end where it has met it is interesting to see how the author has 
tackled — or failed to tackle — the difficulty. The problem is simoly stated: it 
is this: —

WHERE ARE YOU GOING TO STOP?

flit is my belief that the contempt which much s-f justly earned (and still earns) is 
due to failure to recgonize the need for limits. Some early authors just did not see 
any necessity to stop anywhere. The titles invented for the magazines in those days 

lo



show the trend clearly: "AMAZING STORIES," "ASTOUNDING STORIES," BONDER fiTORTFS, " 
The wonder is that these were not succeeded by "INCREDABLE STORIES" and "ABSOLUTELY 
UNBELIEVABLE STORIES." If the author does not work out some limits he is tempted to 
continue pulling more and more miracles out of the hat, at random, until he ends his 
epic in a blaze of rods, cones, and planes of force, interlaced with X-rays, Y-i^ys, 
Z-rays, tractor beams, pressor beams, I-beams, and RoS.Jo's, all somewhere in inter- 
galaAic space, sub-space, super-space, ultra-hyper-extra-space, and so on ad infin
itum* Alternatively, the hero goes a'roving into successively more exotic 
sions, meeting more and more 'supernatural' or 'cosmic' dinizens — or even entit
ies — whose appearance becomes zoologically more improoable as their powers become 
increasingly more indescribable, until the poor reader finds himself drowning in a 
morass of meaningless verbal extravagance. This stuff has neither the scientific 
discipline of science-fiction, nor the artistic discipline of the faixy-stoiy. This 
is what s-f has yet to live down.

Let us see how the problem of limits has been solved by the writers who have recog
nized it. Any author who is worth his salt will carefully construct the scientific 
setting of his tales as a logical extrapolation of either present-day science or a 
new set of 'facts' whose truth is assumed a priori as the basis of the structure, 
if this is not done, the stuff has no claim to be called science-fiction. It is no 
more than an inferior grade of faiiy-story.

Given this background, stories can be classified according to the amount of explan
ation offered to the reader. At one extreme there is no explanation at all, the 
background is presented as a fait accompli, and as such is taken for granted with 
perhaps an occasional device (not a principle) the explanation for which is neces
sary to the plot. This type has been, and still is, a very popular one, including 
some very good stories, usually short, as the type lends itself to economy. In 
'DECISION ILLOGICAL' (N. B. Wilkinson, ASF July '48), 'BURNING BRIGHT'(J, S. Brown
ing,, ASF July '48,) and 'THE UNDECIDED' (E, F. Russell, ASF, April ’49), the back
grounds — interplanetary travel, robots, atomic piles, and telekinesis; and inter
stellar exploration, respectively — are taken for granted, no explanation being 
offered, nor is any neccessary, the stories consisting of interplay between the 
various creatures end the natural settings/forces involved in the settings as given, 
'JUDGEMENT NIGHT' (C, L. Moore,. ASF, ^ug, and Sept. *43) is a novel in this class, 
being a romantic love story struggling in the shifts end devices of a crumpling 
stellar empire*. Incidentally, it contains one of the finest pieces of atmospheric 
writing (the running fight in the disintegrating Cyrille) that I have ever read.

In all these stories, the powers and limits of the forces involved are not. explicit; 
the authors have worked out the science and constructed the background to fit. 
Nearly always the success of the story depends upon the plausibility and self-con
sistency of this background and the amount of thought and care the author has put 
into its 'working out,.'

A certain degree of arbitrariness in the limits of the super-science proposed is not 
necessarily bad, for it is a characteristic of the real thing*. For instance, ele
ctrical science has never yet produced an efficient lethal weapon, or a flying mach
ine. This 'arbitrariness' which keeps us from the slippery slope leading to rods, 
cones, planes etc., can however be explained in the story. This brings me to ny 
other extreme type; the one in which the science is fully explained to the reader,

The author may begin with his basic hypotheses or experimental facts and build up 
his science from these 'before your very eyes.' George 0. Smith struck this rich 
lode in his Venus Equilateral series, which consist of extrapolation of present-day 
electronics applied — with a great deal of technical sounding jargon — to the prob
lems of interplanetary communications and little else besides. A great many people 



seemed to like it, One of the things which spoilt them for.me was the existence 
(here end there) of a simple little device celled the photophone, which seemed to 
me to render most of the efforts of Channing’s crew unnecessaiy.. A classic example 
of this kind of development is that of ’similarity science* in Ao E, Van Vogt's two 
‘NULLA* stories. He begins’with the experimental fact that ’’when two objects have 
a■ ten-decimal-plece simi.i.er|ty, the lesser will move to the greater as if the space 
between them does not exist,9 and proceeds to build up his science from that start
ing point — and into an already well-crammed story he throws in, almost as an after
thought, as much of this as would serve many others for several complete epiesc An
other master (allow me my prejudices,. please) in this field, is Hal Clement-. His. 
method, however, is not to build his science up before you, course by course from the 
foiyidation, but to take you 'round the completed edifice and carefully explain the 
principles of construction« ’.TECHNICAL ERROR’ (Ad, Jano ‘44) is 0 gem of this kind 
about the discovery of an alien space-vessel, Clement worked out a new technology 
for this, ranging from magneto-striction door-fastenings to molecularly flat surfaces 
in lieu of engine gaskets* The vessel was presented as the end-product of this tech
nology, Another similar system is used by him in 'COLD FRONT' (.WF, July ’46) in 
which a terrestial meteorologist meets a rather fully develooed meteorology on a 
planet with a somewhat peculiar sun.

There is an infinity of graduations between the two extremes I have described, with 
good and bad stories at all points. This scientific ’skeleton’ which I am describ
ing is merely the essential bones which qualify a story et s-f; after that it depends 
on the author’s skill whether or not he can clothe it in flesh and animate it (i.e,, 
the literary and artistic qualities of the story, with which I am not concerned here; 
they may, admittedly, be the more important), but until an author recognises the need 
of this framework with its attendant applied limits, he cannot claim to be writing 
science-fict ion.

Some of the work of E, E, Smith is a curious anomaly here: his science of the Lens is 
carefully built up — although his mental 'battles' are, perhaps inevitably, clothed 
in astonishingly concrete terms — end his physical science begins similarly, but in 
moments of stress he descends to sheer ’rod and cone stuff,’ Further, no sooner 
dees he reach a limit than he must write another story to surpass it; his epic thus 
tends to become a mere exponential series, in which each term is the same as the one 
in the story before, raised to a higher power". However, he has Van Vogt’s prodig
ality in giving six for the price of one, so perhaps he may be forgiven.

Another author who possessed this ’exponential’ complex was Howard Phillips Lovecraft, 
albeit in a far worse form — as ’AT THE MOUNTAINS OF MADNESS.' In this story, no 
sooner does he describe one set of horrors than he must go on to a further height, 
(or depth) until finally he exhausts himself and is quite incapable of finding words 
for his ultimate horror, which is inferred only by its effect on his unfortunate 
characters. Enough of this digression; let us return.

Other stories which, like Clement's work are well constructed, are 'HOHBYIST' (E, F. 
Russell, ASF, Septa *47)» in which the habits of mind necessary to a space-man are 
thought out with uncommon sense, end ‘PERIOD PIECE' (J, Jo Coupling, ASF', Nov. ’48), 
being an imaginative- projection of the present trend in remote control toys from an 
unusual viewpoint, worked out by someone who should know of what he is talking.

The unchallenged leader in this field is still Robert A. Heinlein, any of whose tales 
is an object lesson in background building. The finest thing he has ever done in 
this respect, I feel, is 'SPACE GADEF.’ It is by far and away the most superb ex- 
amp.'.e of really conscientious scientific‘construction in existence. The mass of 
de,c-A is astounding, and shows evidence of clear^ concentrated thinking at every 
pdil.U This 13 SCIENCE-flotion, and by comparison ’THE CITY OF THE~SINGING FT A W 
(Clark Ashton Smith) and'the aforementioned Lovecraft yarn appear as the unco-ordin-
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ated gibberings of an unbalanced glandular system, a flux of ’totem-words,’ unsul
lied by any intellectual process*

I am rather heated on this point because both of these stories have been presented 
as science-fiction, which fact I emphatically deny • • • • but for this I should not 
have mentioned them, being outside ny frame of reference*. ’THE UNPLEASANT PROFES
SION OF JONATHAN HOAG’ .(John Riverside, UNKNOWN, Oct* ’42), although not presented 

as such, is much nearer the s-f theme than either of 
the previously mentioned tales, since the author com
mences with one assumption — that oui’ world is an 
artistic world — and builds logically on that. Fur
ther, he does not froth at the mouth with misused ad
jectives in his climaxes. Hext time you read Love
craft stop at the word ’cosmic’ and look it up in the 
dictionary. You might see what sense you can get 
from ’supernal’ while you are about it.

Another series of intermediate type, pert background, 
part explanation, is Rene Lafayette’s ‘OLD DOC METHU- 
SELAH’ run (ASF, Oct.. ’47 et seq*)« Personally, I do 
not think the author has quite succeeded with .his sci
ence in this series; there is an assumed background 
of science which is legitimate enough, and some de
velopment. My criticism is that the development does 
not give the appearance of being logically justified*. 
For example, in ’PLAGUE’ (ASF, Apr., *49) CM solves 
his problem by a high-speed vaccine-growing process, 
but from the information given in the stories there 
seems to be no reason why he could not equally well

have-tipped e sack of something into the drinking water, or set up a ray which would 
have killed all the measles germs ... he has treated other cases in this way. 
Hence, this aspect of these stories failed to convince me, at least. Mind you, his 
stories are very readable — the man can write (more power to his elbow), whereas Dr. 
Winter (ASF, Nov. ’48, Jan* ’49)» whose medicine I am prepared to believe is unim
peachable,, positively curdles ny blood with his dialogue, ‘THE END IS NOT YET’ (Ron 
Hubbard, ASF, Aug.-Oct*. ’47) has similar faults to the OM series;, the miracles of 
’viticity'-science were given no appearance of justifiability, or logical develop
ment. There was no apparent reason why viticity-science should meke gold, or an air- 
exhausting bomb, or why it should not produce a death ray in the second installment 
and so save everybody a great deal of trouble.

V<hen you are handing out new powers to your hero,, you must also make convincing the 
limitations of those powers,, the reason why he must go through the whole struggle you 
have planned for him* This was the one fault in ’ * * * . AND SEARCHING MIND' (ASF, 
March-May ’48, book title THE HUivANOIDS)* Claypool had to be set off on the wrong 
road. by an initial misunderstanding. Ironsmith had to sound deliberately evasive 
without good reason, otherwise there would have been no story. ’Arbitrariness’ is 
allowable in the background; it has no place in the development unless given justifi
cation. ’GATHER DARKNESS’ (Fritz Leiber Jr., ASF, May-July ’43)» is e fine example 
of apparently arbitrary powers and limits which are, in the end, accounted for plaus
ibly.

Note that I say ’plausibly’ and ’the appearance of being logically justified; the 
author is not required to produce a Euclidean chain of logic; it is sufficient that, 
at the moment, he convinces the reader that he could if it were required. Van Vogt, 
for instance, very successfully persuades me thet only if there were time, he could 
stop and explain every detail quite easily. Furthermore, if you re-read his work,
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you will find.it is largely so; he is'very self-consis'|;ent.

In Jack Williamson’s previously mentioned ' . . . AND SEARCHING MIND' he only just 
succeeded in making it plausible in its science-development; he went a little too ' 
far and too fast for my liking* But Williamson's characters are real human beings, 
for which I can forgive him much — though that is another subject. I have been only 
concerned with the science in s-f.

There are other equally important problems, but at least one other problem which is 
peculiar to s-f, but they are outside uy present scope. I have attempted to pose a 
problem, give examples of the answers to that problem, successful and otherwise. It 
is up to the writers of future stories to make their own answers to the problem, by 
some careful consideration before writing.

•(■(Editor's note — Hubbard and Lafayette are both Hubbard.. John Riverside is 
Robert At Heinlein. Hal Clement is Harry Clement Stubbs
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AMERICA *3 C A P T A IN

FUTURE AS PICTURED

In the early months of Uorld War I, when I 
wes still quite a young boy, the German Gov
ernment issued a list of some 200 titles of 
"dime novels” which were verboten for the ex- 
.pressly stated reason of saving paper. On 
that list were the Captain Mors stories, 
which, if they aren’t entirely forgotten by 
now, live only as a dim memory in the minds 
of a fem Germans old enough to have made 
their acquaintance as young men. It is 
doubtful if a file of them exists anywherej 
and since I have only my memory to rely on, 
I can give no precise details concerning 
their publication for those who may try to 
seek out any copies that nave survived.

BY BERGEY

Mr. Ley, born in Berlin, a founder of the 
German Rocket Society, came to the US in 
1935» end made his name as a writer o f 
popular science articles for ASF. He is 
the author of "MISSlIS, ROCKETS and SPACE 
TRAVEL" as well as many other works. Hav

But the highest issue number of an almost 
complete set I once saw was No. 180, which, 
if they were issued weekly, would account 
for a run from 1911 to 1914* If it was a 
bi-monthly series, it would have started 
earlier, in 1908,; and from what I remember 
of the style and printing technique of the

ing studied astronony^andjoetheontology st 
university, he became ^specialist on all 
sciences. At the moment, he writes a mo
nthly column for GALAXY SCIENCE FICTION.
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covers on the early issues I suspect the longer run. It is even possible that the 
publication began as a monthly and accelefated later.

I have also to admit that I don't know the name of the author of the stories; nor, I 
imagine, does anybody else who remembers them. They were published anonymously by 
a firm which had the name of Verlag Moderns? Lekture, which means "Publishing house 
for modern reading matter," and when, ’round 19jov I tried to look it up at the ad
dress given I found it did not exist anymore, Whether the whole series whs written 
by one man or whether several writers contributed to it is another matter on which I 
much plea ignorance* Thinking back, I am inclined, however, to attribute most of 
the stories to one man.

Germany’s periodical literature of that time ran the gpmut from quality magazines — 
mostly monthlies — to weekly family magazines, and newsweeklies.. There were also 
fashion megazinea and popular science magazines, plus a host of professional journals. 
But all-fiction magazines, as far as my knowledge goes, did not exist, either in 
"slick" or "pulp" form. Substituting for pulp magazines, however, were two types of 
periodical. One was known as Koiportage, and usually consisted of endless love sto
ries, in 200 or 4-00 weekly installments which dealers brought up the back steps to 
the maidservants.

The other type had no accepted name, and compared most closely to the American dime 
novel of the same period. In fact, many of these publications were straight imita* 
tions, if not translations of America’s Nat Pinlerton, Nick Carter, Buffalo Bill, 
Texas Jack, etc. While they always had the same hero, each contained a complete 
stoiy; and they were bought at stationary and candy stores. They were not handled by 
either the bookstores or the newstands; and although the government verboten did not 
kill off all of them, those titles which remained did not last long. To the sunrise 
of sociologists, all attempts to revive them after the war ended in failure! one may 
assume that the political street brawl substituted for Nat Pinkerton and Texas Jack.

The bulk of this periodical literature was easily classifiable as detective or Wild 
West stuff, but the Captain Mors stories were outright science fiction» Probably 
they were not much better in literary style than the rest, but they showed evidence 
of wide reading and even research on the part of their author^ The influence of 
pome popular books on astronomy by Dr.. Me Wilhelm Meyer, the director of the Urania 
Observatory in Berlin, was unmistakable,. Each issue comprised 32 pages in the usual 
German small magazine size of about six by nine and a half inches. There were no 
illustrations inside, but colored covers front and back. The front cover always por
trayed a scene from the story, while the back cover showed plans of Captain Mors’ 
airship and spaceship, with a short explanation of the working principles. The plot 
of each story was as simple as possible, usually consisting of a task to be performed 
and /the adventures inherent in the performance.

The person of Captain Mors was fashioned after Jules Verne’s Captain Nemo, with some 
of the characteristics of Nena Sahib, the leader of a Hindu rebellion, about whom 
there existed a very improbable German novel of wide circulation. Captain Mors, it 
was hinted, was the son of a Hindu prince and a European mother. Like Captain Nemo, 
he led the life of a wanderer, with a South Sea island as a base of operations. Like 
Nemo, too, he was a highly educated man with a passion for science. Unlike Nemo, he 
was not anti-English, but merely "the enemy of certain British interests," especially 
the "Diamond Trust." He wore a captain's uniform end a black silk mask, and pre
ferred a thin straight sabre to his other more potent weapons. The crews of his 
ships and his servants were invariably Indians from the northern mountain tribes who, 
after a few years in his service, returned to their native villages.

The Jules Verne influence elso showed superficially in the fact that Captain Mors had
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two principal assistants^ engineers with the improbable code names of "Star* and 
“Terror.” But whereas in Verne:s stories the three musketeers always form a team, 
one of whom is used for comic relief, Mors' henchmen remained shadowy if capable as- 

t sistents who neither mede jokes nor displayed a humorous ignorance*^

By an interesting trick, the reader was never allowed to meet Captain Mors complete 
with full equipment — airship, island base and spaceships. In the first stories he 
had only his airship, built secretly in the foothills of the Himalaya range. His 
early experiences compelled him to seek out an island base, an ancient volcano ring
ed by heavy surf, its interior accessible only by air? and there he began to plan 
his space-vessel. The author stated specifically that much machinery and equiptment 
was bought from British and German firms, with the explanation that that it was to 
serve as ship repair yards. What he did not explain was how Iter's and his men managed 
to cope with inches and centimetres sitting on a mixed pile of German and English 
equi p mento

One story I remember dealt with a trip to Tibet to obtain the secret of a powerful 
high explosive. Another took Mors to Iceland to force an old and misanthropic scien
tist to divulge his knowledge of the neutralisation of gravity, A third involved a 
journey to Kimberley to steal a bag of large diamonds which were needed as bearings.

The airship which served for all these trips was an all-metal vessel of early Zep
pelin design, with cabins strung out below the hull and a catwalk running all around 
and forward to the spur forming the nose. & JJX four-bladed propellers were attached 
to the hull above the catwalk. Notably due to the influence of Garf Zeppelin, Cap
tain Iters had only derogatory sneers for heavier-than-air craft, with one exception. 
That exception was the propeller less plane piloted by Anita from New York to Chicago 
in two and a half hours, and designed by her father who died during the preliminary 
tests# “Tiny, large-eyed Anita” joined Captain. Iters, fell in love with and married 
his astronomer. Professor van Halen, and thereafter served as hostess and sex-inter
est whenever the occasion arose.

The spaceship was a cylindrical steel hull with conical ends, at one end of which 
was a large, crescent-shaped magnet on universal bearings. The working principle 
was that the vessel, when gravity was neutralised, rose through the atmosphere on 
buoyancy, was thrown into space by centrifugal force and then steered in the mag
netic field of the planets by the repulsion of equal poles./ trip to the moon 
took one and a half days (it must have been hyperbolic velocity), and it required 
•over five weeks* to Neptune.

The astronomical facts were in accord with popular science texts of the time. Both 
Venus and Mars were inhabited by native races, each of which knew space-travel. The 
ships of the Venusians were like large, silver fish and had heat-beams as weapons; 
they did not permit other ships to approach Venus if they could spot them, but they 
did not attack Earth themselves. The Martains* vessels were birdlike in shape, were 
painted black, and were always on the attack. Their weapon was the sudden release

/ This ship is also pictured on the back cover of a clumsy German science fiction 
novel by Oskar Hoffman which appeared in 1911. I wonder who stole from whom: but 
while the Mors stories made reference to the mechanism of thb vessel, Mr. Hoffman’s 
novel did not. — m.L.

♦His modern American counterpart. Captain Future (who monopolised a companion
r magazine to THRILLING WONDER STORIES between 1940-45 and finished up in STARTLING 

STORIES), went one better with three henchmen* collectively described as the Future- 
men^ They consisted of "a rubbery white android* or synthetic man called-Ortho, a • 

i seven foot metal robot called Grag, and Simon Wright, the Brain, a former scientist 
whose brain had been preserved after death. The whole series was written by Edmond 
Hamilton. 1 "7



of accumulated solar energy, which manifested itself in the form of lightning bolts.

Captain Mors learned this secret early, and used it himself, but apparently the prob
lem of the Venusian heat-beam was beyond him. At first the Martains only attacked 
other space ships, while defending their own planet? but later they went to Earth 
and, in a heavy fog, sank three British battleships, for which the Germans ©st the 
•lame — or the credit, if you wish. The reference was, of course, to the three 
light cruisers torpedoed in ’14 by the German U-$.

As for the Moon, it was no longer inhabited, but in many places there were old fort- ' 
resses, and several times Captain Mors’ men suffered losses by running accidentally 
into abandoned defense mechanisms which still functioned. Eventually it was the 
British who tried to end the Captain’s career once and for all. To accomplish this 
they equipped several warships with anti-aircraft rockets, the excuse being that 
rocket-launchers could be aimed faster than guns and that rockets provided a greater 
volume of firei

This was in one of the later stories* In one of the earliest, the Russians attacked 
Captain Mors’ ship by releasing from their own airship a number of rocket-propelled 
flying bombs with a homing device reacting on the metal hull of the target vessel. 
This, I think, should be considered a superior prototype of the Hs-293 of World War 
II. But Captain Mors had not thought of a degaussing belt? hence he could save his 
ship only by fast and frantic manuvering. Nor did he foresee how his end would 
come. The British did get him after all — by way of a paper shortage.

CONTINUED FROM RAGE 28

tide, I sent those rejects out to new markets, new editors. TQ my delight they be- 
bf^ng_'~^* Some writers don’t learn even during their second literary 

childhoodJ I like letters, even with rejects, as well as the next one, but never 
again will I let one of them influence me—except in ny dealings with the indiVi- 
Jnal writer of the individual letterl ~~ '
„ _ I’m just as full of whatever it was that made me a writer in the first place.
s was then. Now, looking back, I wonder why, so many times, even in my twen- 

Ri!ht V W8S ,8Shed Up‘ a slump’ ought t0 bsck to book-keeping.
r each new suicidal flurry of despair, something far nicer than I de- 

Evemhin^in Ti ^repeated itself in ny second literary life.
Everything, in the whole business of printers ink, is the best of all.



I trust be different; I’ve heard many people say that if they could 
re-live their lives they would do it all some other way* Of course 
they never get a chance as far as we know for certain, Except me J 
I'm on ny second go-around and having the time cf my life, I would
n't even trade with ny former self, And I'm setting it down here for 
a number of reasons — as many reasons as young writers find for wish
ing they'd cut their own throats or their mothers had drowned them 
before they had the urge to write, or, having it, obayed that impulse, 
got something on paper, in the mail, read avidly the first rejection 
slip, and were forever thereafter gone goslings,

I started writing a long time ago, I was a success from tne start, 
I sold over five dollars worth of material the first yearJ I wasn't 
writing much, I read sometiiing by Louise Bice, never dreaming she 
would become a dear friend to the effect, that would be writers should 
write two thousands words a days rain or shine, before and after suc
cess arrives, Allowing for the well-known weakness of the weaker sex 
I doubled that for ny first year; thus the five dollars end fifty-seven 
cents.

Spurred on by output considerably in the second year and again pro
duced writing income, slightly less than two dollard, slightly more 
than a dollar and a half, I didn't frame those two checks, but I wish 
now that I had and still owned them. They taught me more than most 
of ny rejects, and one story alone cost me eighteen dollard in post
age; ho, I didn't learn much, not until ny second time around, which 
began in the latter half of 1948.

In ny third year I had "arrived” end people were beginning to notice 
me es I passed on the highway; I took in, actually, one hundred and 
twenty five dollars, sixty dollars of it the price of a serial. In 
ny fourth year I got into the upper brackets and lost all sense of 
proportion. I was ready to open a school for writers J ivy writing in
come was over five hundred dollars- and I was oeginning to sneak a- 
round to avoid internal revenue agents, ho, I'm wrong about that; this 
was before us hign-bracket gents in the writing "game*’ had to pay in
come tax, or anybody else nad to either. You wouldn't remember when.



Then came Y^eird Tales which I still believe was one of the most literate 
of American magazines, pulp or slick, ny opinion being in no wise influenced 
by the fact that I am again appearing in that magazine after a lapse of 
somewhere between two and three decades. Farnsworth bright tock a stoiy 
from me, after which I did ten stories for him in ten days, he took eight 
of them, pay on publication, thus assuring me of an income frcm that maga
zine alone over a period of almost four years from those same eight stories! 
The magazine and I both had vicissitudes! Now only .1 have them!

I went formula shortly after "arriving" like that, and turned definitely 
porcine. Not only did I want all the magazine money I could lay ny hands 
on, I wanted to see ny name on as many magazines at any given time as was 
humanly possible, being now in the class where I could dictate — just tiy 
dictating to any of the editors I ever worked for — I refused to do anything 
but novelettes and serials. I absolutely refused to do short stories -- 
unless an editor seid he wanted a few! I once appeared in Times Square 
on eleven pulp covers at one time. In one of those magazines I had, how
ever, five stories. I should have protested because my name didn’t appear 

on the cover like this, "Arthur J. Burks (5).* 
Besides hitting a large proportion of the 
pulps, there were some I simply couldn’t 
hit. I ghosted books and stories for "names" 
and had the dubious satisfaction of receiving 
nice money from ny half-down-the-middle-on- 
everything for the books, and seeing five ■ 
ghosted stories running in one of the world's 
top magazines while its editor was politely 
telling me, under ny own name, that I would 
probably never get her slant. Three of the 
five stories, by the way, got nice mention in 
a famous yearly anthology. Each brought the 
"author" and nyself five times as much as I 
received for a pulp novelette.

I collabotated with many "names" just before 
end during the depression, both on books and 
stories* Since the "ghost never talks" I did

appear on publishing contracts, usually, and only one "author" ever honestly paid 
off down the line, only one Some of them have since gone on to fame on their own, 
or maybe with other ghosts. This is merely to tell them I'm still not going to talk 
because their publishers, at leest, were innocent — and honest. I resolved, after 
about the tenth gypping, never again to collaborate — which doubtless explains why 
I’m in the midst of one now that is little more then a constant wrangle, but is a 
lot of fun because I know just how it is going to work out. You see, when you live 
your life over again, you know how everything is going to work out.

Adolf Hitler and his pals gave me a job, unintentionally, but very welcome. I had 
got so fed up with writing I made faces at the typewriter. Fortunately for me, the 
week the typewriter started making faces back at me, the Japs attacked Pearl Harbor. 
A few novelettes later — to pay for uniforms! — I was back in the Marine Corps. 
For four solid years, with a monthly pay check reasonably certain, I refused any 
dealings with typewriters save via the first sergent or sergent major. 1 had had 
enough. I had written millions of words, sold not nearly as many millions of words, 
to over two hundred American magazines.

Even had the wild idea, after the war, of staying in the barine Corps in which I 
had once held a permanent commission, but the Navy recognized the idee as being 
wild and I returned to Brooklyn Navy Yard to be ordered to inactive statis, mileage 
guaranteed to wjanhattanJ I had to return to writing. I resolved I would never 
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again write for which I previously had written* I Spent most of the next two years 
in Brazil# Altogether' I was out of the writing business six years., I knew, natur
ally that I’d have no difficulty getting back anywhere I wished*. YeahS Yeaha

I found I hed to begin ageing I hadn't even fished to live qy .life over! I was 
beginning right where I had started decades before# Meat editor? were new. Old 
editors wanted "something fresh3# Argsed with elearcut me.mr.rios of what the “writing 
decades had taught me, I actamped to xe~earh ay nit ch in tha magazines, whatever 
magazines would have me.' I have never been so thankful of anything iu qy life 3 Not 
because of that the whole business, being .Lived ever, Is doing to mo, but because it 
gives me a chance to pull away tie vei?. of despair which so oftens mantles the writer 
in his or her early years# Here is what I have J earned, not necessarily in the order 
of importance.

1. Your rejection slips are your most valuable contact with the editor. They make 
it quite clear to you that you sr° no menace to the class ips, that if you’re going 
anywhere at all, you've got to learn your trade# I'll never, c4e.se to be grateful that 
I did not sell my first story any who re.# I know one writer who sold his very first 
story, thirty years ago, to the first magazine to which ho sent it, a magazine, which 
was tops when ny grandfather was a boy, and still is. That writer never sold that 
magazine again. But it happened to be an air story* He tried more air stories until 
he had a pile of rejects as high as himself# Some gent named Limbergh then flew the 
Atlantic and my friend sat back and lived for years on bis rejects*. Some editor saw 
his first yarn, hunted him down, asked him what he had, said he could use a dozen, 
friend sent a dozen, got a check for a dozen, was awful glad he had the rejects.

2. Your next most valuable contact with an editor is a rejection slip in which ap
pears a penciled’sorry’ er ’not quite’ or ’try us again’ or as appeared on one of 
mine, ’this might be a story if it didn't stand on its head#’ The word proves# let 
us at least hope that a reader, or anreditor is beginning to think you might amount 
to something. B2AR DOhN and bear down harder than you ever did during the days of 
plain rejection slips.

3. Your next best contact is a letter of comment and the comment "enclosed find our 
check* is not. the most useful to you as a writer# For if you are flightly, and if 
you aspire to be a writer, you couldn’t be anything else, God bless youS you ere going 
to take if that you have arrived, that the editor has just been waiting for you, and 
that thereafter anything you’ll dash off he'll take. Nothing could be further from 
the truth. The hardest editor to hit is the one you've just soldo- You must with him, 
forever thereafter, do a better job or at least "come up to your own standard*, a 
phrase every experienced, writer has rend many times. Of course, you may sell in a 
sellers market if your yarn is par, but once you've hit, ta^e it for granted that the 
editor will reject with a definite lack of warmth material .hat he’d buy irom a 
beginner. Lock, this is ny second time around.

Your next best contact is, of course, the check because it is tangible, edible 
proof of your acceptability. But receipt of more such depends on how you react and 
make use of items one to three above# Don't take py word for it, ask anybody, what 
I could say about checksl well, why shouldn't I talk.. No check is ever as big as 
fou believe it should be, even if,, especially if, it's for more than you know darned 
sell in your heart that your story is worths 14y advice is to *?ake it, cash it quickly, 
and stash away ten per cent of it in something firm and solid like government bonds, 
against which you vow not to draw as- long as you are able to sell something — including 
pencils in a tin cup§ I’ve had a hunch from ell that I’ve seen that old age is no 
.cinder to a writer "has-been" than to the regular kind# Look back on torse decades 
jf writing, even with indifferent success* and if you've sequestered ten percent of 
seoh check (Just an additional agencies fee after all) you can look you children and 
grandchildren in the eye and say: "No thanks kids, I won’t make it, but drop in anyway.* 
ind lfm not joking. In common, with many other writers, I could heve sat out the



depression in comfort, letting ny typewriter rust, if I had invested ten percent of 
ny writing income before it started.

5» Don’t write letters to editors until they write you. Nothing you can say in a 
letter to a honest editor will influence his decision on your story in any way, and 
letters often seem to the recipient to say something far different than the writer 
intended. Letters have cost more sales in ny experi'nee than they have helped make. 
Let the yarn speak for itself, and often even that is too loud!

6. Don^t argue with editors about prices. Withdraw your story if the price doesn’t 
suit you* And be the first one in your case to take such action! Don’t go to law 
if, for some reason, an editor breaks a verbal or even written agreement with you. 
Three times in ny career I have compelled editors to buy stories they had ordered, 
at the prices they had promised. In each case stories were revised according to 
editorial wishes.. In two of the three cases I never thereafter got anything from 
those editors but rejection slips. They were wrong, and I was right, but if I hadn’t 
been so full of "principle* I could make a fortune from their — they’re
still editing. There’s no satisfaction in knuckling under but ’’the principle of the 
thing" is editorially inedible. Don’t sue the movies, radio, television, magazines, 
book publishers, newspapers — anybody in the field, for even if you win, you lose. 
You may get one big check, but in the long run it will never balance the smaller 
checks you will never thereafter even smell.

7» Avoid "chatter.* I once said, in the presence of another writer, that a certain 
editor was too finiky, wanted too many revisions. At that moment, that editor’s 
house was paying me more than any house has since paid me. The writer, that day, 
casually repeated ny words to said editor, perhaps with certain self-serving embel
lishments. I couldn’t figure out what had gone wrong when I got twenty straight 
rejections without suggestion for one revision. I was still on a drawing account, 
too, up to the twentieth rejection. I still "chattered", and thus found out what 
had happened. The editor had said, "he’ll never sell me another word as long as we 
both shall live!" I never have! Later, grinning, he told me he had indeed said 
that and he tsd, indeed, meant every word! That was twenty years ago. ^e’re both 
still in business. I quit chattering — until this paragraph, which, I write frankly 
because I’d rather a lot of fresh beginners would get a straight steer than main- 
tain a monastic silence solely for ny benefit.

8. But, in this business of publishing, if you are ever sued, pay! But dicker! A 
bed settlement is always better than a successful laysuit, and both are fairly com
mon in a business which has so many ramifications.

9. Be careful about raising the shout of "plagiarism!" To prove plagiarism re
quires evidence of practically word by word, period by period, paragraph by paragraph 
copying. Twice in ny career, editors have rejected ny stories on the ground that 
they were like, for one example, "The Flying Yorkshireman," and I forgot the other 
one. I do know, however, that I have never read either of the stories I paralied 
so closely. I was once connected with a writers organization. An editor asked me 
to keep a certain writer out of the group because he was a plagiarist." I refused.

That writer is, and for fifteen years has been, one of the top writers of American 
slick fiction. I didn’t know him, but the editor lost a previous job because a 
story he had "written" was a word by word; sentence by sentence, paragraph by para
graph — but you finish it. It just happened that I had read the original and his 
copy of it, two days apart, by chance(?)» The two parallels mentioned above were 
not regarded by the editors involved as even appressingly plagiarism, conscious or 
unconscious; editors know that the new thing is hard to find. Accuse a writer of 
plagiarism, and if he takes action, and you can’t prove it, you're going to have to 
support him the rest of your live, legally.
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10. If you think your stories or articles or books are the best you can do at 
j the moment, don’t let anybody, anybody, make you think they aren’t. I once wrote

a novelette for a haIf-cent-a-wrd oh publication market. It was rejected. I 
sold it seven years later for three cents e word cash. I once did a long se- 

f ries of novelettes, some of which were rejected. In time I sold the rejects, 
one of them nine years after it wes written. It wes yellow with age and the clip 
was rusted to the manuscript, but the editor dug it out of ny files and didn’t 
ask me to touch it. Rejects, if they are your best at the time, are property. 
Run clear through all possible markets with them. Then, since there must have 
been an idea in them in the first place, hunt the idea and re-write.
11. your work. I promise you that you are going to look back at your
most desperate and trying times as the time of your greatest satisfaction with 
your profession* It’s corny maybe, but the fight for attainment is more satis
fying than the attainment itself, which is invariably a let-down. Checks are 
fine, necessary, and pleasing to the ego, but they don’t btxild character, bring 
out the best in you like having to fight like a son-of-a-sea-cook for something 
despair tells you you’ll never attain! You will, I promise you that, too, if 
you are reasonably literate and stick to your guns. Look! When I came up, 
starting with the juveniles, there were certain juveniles I simply could not hitj 
but I socked them in the eye ny second go-arouhd! The checks were not big, as 
far as money goes, but they were still the biggest in satisfaction. In the pulps 
there were certain dignified ones I could not hit. I hit them now! ^nd I’m cpow- 
ing, not because of the checks, which are allright, too, but because I had to 
fight them so long.
12. Write what you please. Write what editors want, as nearly as you can, 
but write what you please somewhere, on the side, in your spare time, if you are 
goihg to be satisfied with success when it comes. I’ve written and published 
many books. I have written more than I have published, naturally, being me!
I ve published far more than people have bought. Books have never — under my 
own name that is — even threatened to pay me for ny trouble, but I’ve always 
enjoyed writing books, some of the most satisfying of which I have known better 
even than to offer to publishers. Now, on ny second "life", I sandwich a few 
pages of ny current book effort into time set aside for ny stories and articles. 
I give those pages the hours immediately after breakfast to express ny love. 
Maybe they won’t sell. I’m not writing them with an eye to the market. They 
are books I want to write, always heve wanted to write. Now I an writing them. 
13* Cast your bread on the waters. Pick out a darity you can believe in and 
spend some of yourself on it, in all humility. The world must balance. Your re
turns will surprise you, especially returns which make the heart light. Never 
snoot anybody. It is also as much acrine to underestimate yourself as it is to 
overestimate yourself. I was about to say that humility peys off above all 
things except for one thing! I know a man whose ego requires three meals a day. 
His world revolves entirely around himself . Last time I heard he was managing 
to struggle along on five thousand a week, but just barely. But he’s an excep
tion, I’m sure. 1
14» I’m having the time of ny life, this one or the previous one, and both to
gether, because everything that happens to me this time around has happened be
fore, in spades, and I know just how it is going to work out. I overflow with 
glee when it does even if it is what is regarded as ’bad" when I was young and 
ambitious. Now I know that in this business of writing there is nothing ’•bad* 
unless I make it. °
15* In ny first writing life I thought, I was almost sure, I could become a 
writer. In this second life I know that if I don’t became a writer again. I’m 
fooling quite a lot of people. Boiled down, say it like this! I always did 
get rejections. I still do. Only recently I got a long string of turn downs 
irom a house I ve sold since 1930. Each rejection brought an editorial letter. 
Those letters seemed to indicate that I was through* Grimly I hung on, letting 

hose rejects pile up. Then one day, when I couldn’t squeeze out a story or ar-
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